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Abstract

This paper proposes an analysis of the educational trajectories of disadvantaged students, among them migrant ones, at the transition point from lower secondary into upper secondary school/vocational education, i.e., the age group between 10 and 16 years. The data were collected in the European project "Governance of Educational Transition in Europe – GOETE". The main aim of this paper is to present the interactive aspect of students’ transitions in order to spot some different lights to the quantitative studies stating the serious migrant educational underachievement mainly attributed to structural causes. Instead, the findings of GOETE project highlight the interplay between socio-economic structures and family resources, institutional pathways and support provided by education (and welfare) systems, and the subjective motivation and orientation of the young people. Confronted with a transition demand, migrant students' possibility to act and make their own choices is structured differently.
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Introduction

International assessments on students’ competencies show a serious migrant educational underachievement that differs across European countries (Schnepf, 2007). While Fossati (2011), Schneeweis (2011), and Dustmann et al. (2012) find no significant differences between migrant and native students in Britain and non-European “old” migration countries, in Nordic and Continental Europe the achievement gaps are significant, perhaps due to language acquisition problems. Furthermore, with the aim of contrasting the hypothesis of an “ethnicisation” of the gap, Crul et al. (2012) show that migrant educational disadvantage differs across countries even when examining the same (Turkish) minority group.

Sociological research on ethnic educational inequality has identified home resources, parental...
class, and cultural capital as the micro-level determinants explaining the educational disadvantage of migrant student (Kristen and Granato, 2007; Van De Werfhorst and Van Tubergen, 2007). However, some authors (Hanushek and Woessmann, 2011) attach to the different structures of the educational system the missing migrant students’ possibility to overcome their initial disadvantage. In the GOETE project, we combined these two hypotheses.

With the aim of nuancing the phenomenon of migrant students’ underachievement, in this article I start from the assumption that the learning processes and not the learning outcomes can spot lights on the reasons of this underachievement. The mainstreaming use of the umbrella category “migrant student” risks either to hidden or to generalize the individual experiences, every-day life and future expectations that have a deep influence on students’ possibility to cope with the school requirements. Therefore, there is the need of an interactive approach that pays attention both to the institutional features of the different education systems and to the individual traits of (migrant) students’ educational trajectories. After introducing the main concepts framing the theoretical approach and the methodology of this paper partially reproducing that of the GOETE project, I present the five clusters of educational trajectories emerging from the data and two exemplary learning biographies of migrant students highlighting the individual motivational factors that make them evolving differently. The end section proposes a discussion of the finding.

**Theoretical framework**

The insight that public education is a major factor structuring individual life course trajectories is widely acknowledged. Social and educational researches have focussed on the reproduction of social inequality in and through education in general as well as on variations across different education systems (Allmendinger, 1989; Bourdieu and Passeron, 1977; Mayer, 1997; OECD, 2001). Since the 1990s, public and policy discourses have increasingly referred to education as lifelong learning and human capital as factors of economic growth and social cohesion. A key concern in this regard has been the reduction of early school leaving (Nesse, 2009). “Early” and “(life)long” refer clearly to the concept of life course implied in such discourses. Despite the apparent self-evidence and relevance of this relationship, there are many aspects, which are still under-researched and neglected by research and public discourse like for example the separation between education and life course. Education tends to be dealt with as an input factor of individual socialisation processes determining outcomes in later life. In between it seems to be a black-box (Kelly, 2012) and this regards particularly the life of migrant students.

Trying to replace this dichotomist view, I propose an interconnected approach to life course and education, complementing the question about the effects of education on the life course with questions about the effects of the life course on education both in terms of education as an institution and as processes of individual learning and development. Therefore, the progression, performance and experiences of children and young people in education are considered as integral parts of their life courses. This paper deals with the educational trajectories of children and young people in lower secondary education, from the end of primary education to entry into upper secondary education and vocational training. The focus is on the complex constellations of structure and agency at this very special point that in many cases coincides with the end of compulsory schooling and confronts students with new (adult) expectations, status and practices having a long-term effect on their future life course.

The concept of educational trajectories refers to how individuals proceed through different educational stages, how they combine them with other life spheres, how they cope with transitions and how they take decisions regarding their educational career. Individual educational processes and life course trajectories should be understood in terms of a dynamic and dialectic relationship between structure and agency (Emirbayr and Mische, 1998; Giddens, 1984), that is to say between institutionalised life course and subjective biography. Educational trajectories are embedded in social structures providing individuals with different resources and opportunities while at the same time resulting from individual decision-making and complex interactions between students and other actors. Progressing through school implies an institutionally defined role and career and at the same time represents an integral part of student biographies (Heinz et al., 1996; Helsper et al., 2008). While school careers are standardised and structured by curricula, teaching and assessment, school biographies are individual and structured by subjective meaning and the need for coherence between school and other aspects of life.

Another key aspect that adds to the complexity of educational trajectories is that the time children and young people spend in the education system is not always as linear and homogeneous as suggested. School entry, changes between school levels and exit from school education represent major transitions, which can proceed more or less successfully having consequences for the individual self-concept as student. However even within stages of school attendance there are transitions like changing school due to moving house, a very frequent experience for what concerns migrant students, repeating...
school years (in some education systems), being stigmatised as a (migrant) underachieving student, or being downgraded to a school of lower status. All these factors – some more visible and evident than others – impact on the educational course and broaden or narrow future life chances.

Therefore, analysing transitions implies taking into account three dimensions: the institutional, individual and interactive. This last regards the involvement of key actors in educational decision-making at transition point. This perspective is central to avoid the trap of methodological individualism, which is to reduce decisions to individual (rational) choice or structural determinism assuming an automatism between structural conditions and individual decision-making, which is the main shortcoming of many studies on migrant students’ underachievement.

Methodology and empirical data

This article grounds on empirical data from a sub-project carried out in the eight countries participating in the GOETE Project: Germany, Finland, France, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland, Slovenia and the UK. Qualitative case studies in three cities per country were conducted in disadvantaged “local school spaces” (Maroy, 2004), which includes also extra-school educational actors as well as extra-curricular learning opportunities integrating or complementing the school curriculum which can therefore affect the educational trajectories of young people.

In order to reconstruct the interactive nature of students’ educational trajectories, the case studies involved students, parents, teachers, principals and local policy makers. Data were gathered from group discussions with students and teachers, individual in-depth interviews with parents (N=109) as well as with students during (N=195) and after they had left lower secondary education (N=109), reconstructing their trajectories up to entering the post-compulsory stage. These interviews were analysed in order to compare the different views of the actors and reconstruct interactive constellations. The coding process was composed by a combination of qualitative content analysis and grounded theory and combined open coding with the development of a joint code tree built from the open codes developed by the different national teams.

Although designed as an international comparative study, GOETE data do not allow for a comparative analysis in a representative sense as the samples are not representative and the data were collected at different time points. Comparative analyses in the GOETE project therefore rely on interpretation by contextualising specific findings with regard to different cultural and structural contexts. Nevertheless, reference has been made to existing comparative typologies first as a rationale for the comparative sampling of differing national contexts and second as an interpretative framework that helps explain differences and similarities (Walther et al., 2009).

We adopted the typology developed by Allmendinger (1989) who analyses education systems according to the key dimensions of stratification and standardisation. Stratification refers to the way and the extent to which differentiated routes through education lead to different outcomes, i.e. qualifications of unequal status. Standardisation refers to the way and degree to which contents and qualifications of education are regulated and recognised.

For the GOETE research, this typology is relevant for understanding the relationship between education and later life course, access to and within education, the labour market value of education, and mechanisms of educational governance. The resulting typology distinguishes four ideal types, three of which are covered by countries in the GOETE project.

Table 1: Categorisation of countries; based on Allmendinger's typology (1989)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STRATIFICATION</th>
<th>STANDARDISATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Italy, Poland, UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Finland, Slovenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>France, Germany, the Netherlands</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moreover, in order to address the relevance of education, a biographical perspective is needed, and has to be linked with given or withheld support inside and outside school. The model of transition regimes (Walther, 2006) combines Allmendinger's typology with the model of welfare regimes of Esping-Anderson (1990), and includes youth-specific dimensions such as young people's access to social security, orientations of policies for unemployed youth as well as dominant cultural meanings of disadvantage and youth. This model also distinguishes four types, which are covered by GOETE countries. The types, however, do not apply to post-socialist countries like Poland and Slovenia (see table 2).

Combining this two typology in the analysis of the finding should provide a more comprehensive insight into how social inequality is constructed and reproduced through overall discourses, institutional regulation, formal and informal support, individual decision-making and – above all – com-
plex interaction between different levels and actors rather than following one-dimensional causalities. Its comparative dimension allows differentiating between general dimensions and factors involved in the emergence of educational trajectories and their particular expressions in the context of different national education systems and welfare states. In the next section, we shortly present the main findings resulting from the analysis of case studies. As our specific focus is on students with a migrant background, we present their cases more in detail through two individual examples.

Diversity of educational trajectories

The qualitative analysis of the 106 in-depth interviews with young people attending schools located exclusively in disadvantaged contexts was made reconstructing their trajectories according both to structural aspects (especially socio-economic status, gender, migration or ethnic minority background but also institutional structures of the education system) and to individual agency. Interviews were structured by an open beginning allowing for a biographical narrative followed by a series of topics addressed in all interviews to allow for comparison. Both perspectives were interrelated in the dimensions of earlier ruptures, destinations after lower secondary education, and degrees of choice. Operationalising educational trajectories in terms of ruptures, destinations and choice implies a crude reduction of complexity, however it served as a heuristic means to distinguish different patterns without neglecting the tension between social structure and individual agency. All the steps of the 106 educational trajectories were clustered in a matrix according to the above-mentioned categories from which five main patterns emerged:

1. Smooth academic: linear progression into general upper secondary school without ruptures and in correspondence with one’s own preference;
2. Smooth vocational: linear progression into vocational upper secondary education or training without ruptures and in correspondence with own one’s preference;
3. Discontinuous academic: trajectory into general upper secondary education after earlier ruptures and/or requiring compromising one’s own preferences;
4. Discontinuous vocational: trajectory into vocational upper secondary education or training after earlier ruptures and/or requiring compromising one’s own preferences;
5. Intermediate or remedial: trajectory leading into pre-vocational schemes or preparatory courses after previous ruptures and against one’s own preference.

Despite the non-representativeness of the sample, it becomes obvious that patterns are partly structured by education systems. In comprehensive school systems migrant students display smooth trajectories into upper general or vocational education while discontinuous patterns are closely related to the selection mechanisms in differentiated systems, especially in Germany and the Netherlands. In the following I show in more detail the individual interplay of factors involved in two migrant students’ trajectory contrasting a selective and a comprehensive education system in order to show the two different “windows of opportunity”.

Ron lives together with his parents and his sister in Rotterdam (Netherlands). His father (Dutch) works as administrative employee, his mother (Surinamese) stays at home. At the time of the interview, he has already 18 years of age due to ruptures in his school career. It was “quite a dramatic period”, because he was bullied most of the time in primary school. Neither teachers nor pupils helped him: “Otherwise I would have had a better youth and would have attended school with much more pleasure”.

After primary school, he was advised to attend a special school for students with learning difficulties and behavioural problems although no test was made.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regime type</th>
<th>School</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Welfare</th>
<th>Disadvantage</th>
<th>Youth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Universalistic (FI)</td>
<td>Comprehensive</td>
<td>Standardised</td>
<td>State</td>
<td>Individual/Structural</td>
<td>Personal development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal (UK)</td>
<td>Comprehensive</td>
<td>Non-standardised</td>
<td>State/family</td>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>Economic independence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment-centred (D, FR, NL)</td>
<td>Selective</td>
<td>Standardised</td>
<td>State/family</td>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>Vocational socialisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under-institutionalised (IT)</td>
<td>Comprehensive</td>
<td>Non-standardised</td>
<td>Family</td>
<td>Structural</td>
<td>Status vacuum (dependency)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-socialist countries (PL, SI)</td>
<td>Comprehensive</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>State/family</td>
<td>Individual/Structural</td>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: GOETE countries according to youth transition regimes
Table 3  
Trajectory of Ron (NL) into vocational education or training (discontinuous vocational)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Family and social background</th>
<th>Primary school</th>
<th>Transition to lower-secondary</th>
<th>Lower secondary</th>
<th>Transition to post-compulsory</th>
<th>Support experience</th>
<th>Post-compulsory stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Migration background, difficult area, segregated schools</td>
<td>Experience of bullying</td>
<td>First years in special school (on school advice without test)</td>
<td>After 3 years transition to lower vocational school implying 2 years more than normally</td>
<td>Vocational school in business management following advice of friends and parents</td>
<td>Primarily parents, negative experience of institutional support</td>
<td>Intends to continue as high as possible in this strand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

He regrets having lost two years as, according to himself, he was not a bad student. Nevertheless, he appreciates the time in that school where he regained self-confidence: “I changed completely. If that had not happened I might not even be able to have this interview and to care for myself”. After three years, he passed on to regular lower vocational school (still a school of low status) where he is again allocated on a low level: “I told them that I found it too easy but they thought that I did not do well enough and when I got good marks but sometimes a bad mark, they took that as proof”. In this school, he tried not to be associated with bad students. He did not mind being referred to as a “nerd”, he wanted to learn. He achieves a lower secondary vocational qualification in trade and administration.

After lower secondary education, his parents advised him to choose a sector with safe labour market prospects: “First of all you must have a stable basis”. Regarding institutional help he says: “Help is a big word”, guidance lectures and open days were “not so relevant”. He chose a vocational school for business management relying on recommendations of friends already attending it and because it is close to his home. He was disappointed when he found out that he was again categorised too low. He tried to protest, “right at the beginning so that they might have done something about it”, but “they” did not listen. Nevertheless, he did not lower his aspirations. He has developed the intention to finish this course in less time than foreseen. He likes the new school – a new start, nice new fellow students and teachers. The biggest difference is that students behave as grown-ups.

In the future, he wants to get “as many diplomas as possible” and to become “a rich man” able to support his parents. Regarding his chances, Ron appears realistic, it can always turn out differently from what you wanted, but he is not pessimistic either.

Ronaldo lives in a Roma settlement in Murska Sobota (Slovenia) with his elderly and unemployed mother. During primary and lower secondary school he experienced discrimination. He admits that he caused problems due to his “playful” attitude but also felt treated as the “scapegoat on duty”. His decision to enrol in a medical upper secondary school is inspired by TV medical series which he likes a lot, and by his cousin who graduated from the same course. His mother is very ambitious and expects him to behave as grown-ups.

In the future, he wants to get “as many diplomas as possible” and to become “a rich man” able to support his parents. Regarding his chances, Ron appears realistic, it can always turn out differently from what you wanted, but he is not pessimistic either.

Table 4  
Trajectory of Ronaldo (Slovenia) into a (smooth) academic trajectory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Family and social background</th>
<th>Comprehensive compulsory education</th>
<th>Transition to post-compulsory</th>
<th>Support experience</th>
<th>Post-compulsory stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roma minority, absent father, unemployed mother, Roma settlement</td>
<td>Institutionally smooth has no transition between primary and lower secondary school. Individual problems: discrimination, poor work habitus</td>
<td>General upper secondary school with a medical profile despite school’s recommendations for vocational school</td>
<td>Cousins as role models, little support from parents and high mother’s pressure</td>
<td>Ambivalent attitude swinging between the ambition of finishing the present school or switching to car mechanic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
car mechanics, if he does not perform well. At the end of the interview, he stresses again the will to finish the present school "I trust myself; I think I will finish [this] school". It remains uncertain whether his personal desires and ambitions are strong enough to make up for the disadvantages resulting from his minority status, his lack of family support and his diffidence towards institutions.

Concluding remarks: migrant students in transition under conditions of disadvantage and inequality

The empirical analysis seems to confirm the hypothesis that in comprehensive schools, as opposed to selective systems, students are less at risk of failing due to institutionalised transitions and cooling out mechanisms. As Ronaldo attends the comprehensive Slovenian school, his trajectory to upper-secondary education is smooth in comparison with that of Ron. However, the experience of being the "scapegoat on duty" makes him mistrusting teachers and educators. His attitude swings between an apparent self-confidence and the awareness of the need of a "plan b" to develop in case of failure. While Ron has developed a more realistic vision of the space of action that the system gives him and he is ready to struggle as much as he can for moving successful within it, Ronaldo develops his plan according to his mother’s ambition and his naive interest for the medical profession. He looks for role models within the family; he look at both his male cousins independently from their field of work: it seems that for him is more important to have someone to follow than to develop an own interest. However, it must be said that Ronaldo is four years younger than Ron is and in Slovenia the selection processes starts in upper secondary education. This could also explain the different parental advises. In the case of Ron, he and his parents has already experienced the institutional constraints that make them having a pragmatic approach towards education; in the case of Ronaldo, instead, the ambitious mother has seen his son proceeding smooth though education and therefore she develops higher expectation pressuring him to enrol in the highest track of education. This observation is common to other parents with migrant origin: in the countries with less selective systems, they develop for their children plans that are more ambitious than in the selective ones, stressing them to follow the highest path, independently from their interests and learning attitude.

Coming back to Ron, it is important to underline that his trajectory reflects a series of factors found also in other discontinuous and/or compromised trajectories into vocational education or training, the two clusters in which we found the majority of students with a migrant background (21 out of 34)¹. One factor is the experience of bullying, which was not dealt with adequately in school by placing him in a special school; the individual pays for the systemic inadequacy of the school. This means that in case of underachievement or problematic behaviours students either are tracked in a stigmatized vocational route (without continuation towards higher education) or are segregated in special needs schools instead of being institutionally supported. Segregation also applies in socio-economic terms as Ron characterises his educational trajectory structured by schools with a high share of students from disadvantaged backgrounds and a climate of stigmatisation, de-motivation and resistance. However, Ron develops a struggling attitude and a clear prospect of his future priorities that makes him ready to resist to these constraints. Many migrant students in these clusters apparently succeed in re-interpreting disadvantage as challenges they feel able to meet. They share the ability to keep their educational and professional plans alive despite of adverse circumstances and to mobilize different kinds of support.

These two exemplary learning biographies should have demonstrated that education systems alone do not explain all differences in educational trajectories at transitions’ moments. Transitions are "done" and processed in an interactive way through negotiation and struggle between different actors at different levels. This regards especially the trajectories of young people with a migrant background whose parents are less confident with the education system of the host country and often compelled to follow work moving around countries, cities or areas causing ruptures in the educational trajectories of their offspring. The analysis of patterns of trajectories reveals that also under conditions of social disadvantage individual cases differ with regard to existing "windows of opportunity" towards different directions, at different moments and depending on different actors. Understanding small-scale interaction is necessary to extend the knowledge that socio-economic structures of inequality, as well as institutional structures of selectivity, make a difference to how these mechanisms work instead of generalising the stigmatising discourse of migrants students as underachievers.

Notes

¹ 11 of the 21 students in these two discontinuous and or compromised trajectories attended German and Dutch schools (selective systems) while the other 10 were schooled in the other six countries participating to the project (FI,FR, IT, PL, SL, UK)
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